Abstract—This paper describes the roles and functions of autonomic computing for personal computer. Based on the technology of autonomic computing, this paper defines an architectural model for personal computer autonomic computing to solve some problems, which lead to the crisis of software complexity. Based on this model, one test program with self-monitoring, self-analyzing, self-healing characters is implemented. Some key values of knowledge base for automatic management is proposed in this paper after we discussed and analyzed the influence of utilizing rate of CPU and usage rate of RAM and usage rate of network bandwidth on operation system in personal computer. The results show that self-management is feasible for PC and is used in some application systems, and obtains good results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quality of services of information technology must be improved, while reducing the total cost of ownership of their operating environment. System deployment failures, hardware and software issues, and human errors can increasingly hamper effective system administration. Human intervention is required to enhance the performance and capacity of the components in IT system. But, with the development of the technology of science and information, human intervention leads to many problems. So, One new technology -- Autonomic computing is presented. It helps to address complexity by using technology to manage technology.

To complex system, autonomic computing has self-managing ability. It accomplish functions by taking an appropriate action based on one or more situations that they sense on environment. The automatic ability is a control loop that collects details from the system and acts accordingly. It includes self-monitoring, self-healing, and so on. Automatic computing leads to huge benefit to complex system management. But, existing studies main pay attention to server, the personal computer is ignored.

With the development of the technologies of electronic and microelectronics, personal computer is the main tool which is necessary in many fields such as routine, study, life etc. The computer system has become more and more big and the structure between hardware and software is also more complexity, but people have not capability enough to operate and manager this complex system. So we need urgently a kind of computer system having self-monitoring, self-configuring, self-analysis and self-controlling when some running programs on it exists bug and error. Only in this way can computer become more useful tool.

In this paper, the autonomic computing concept is introduced in section 2; in section 3, Design and implementation of architectural model of autonomic computing based on Personal computer; in section 4, performance of the autonomic computing model and algorithms are analyzed by experiments; in the last section, conclusion of this paper is given.

II. AUTONOMIC COMPUTING

Because the processing data is more complex and the number of accessing device is more and more, the traditional computing method (input data->execute computing->output result) has not to gratify our expectation now. Although we had added memory constantly and showed output result with graphic form and accelerated the speed of operation of basic component of computers, we also think that the important function of machine is computing and operating. We had not realized the real intention of the people using information that is not only computing but also hide complexity and reduce manual intervention.

Autonomic computing is a model of automatic management. The concept is from the immune system of human body, and gains this name. The autonomic computing system can control programs and system function of computer while will not bother users as well as human bodies' immune system. It is the important goal that we can create the system with self-running and advance function, and the complexity of system cannot be perceived by users [1].

IBM Corporation at first put forward the concept of autonomic computing in 2001[2]. The purpose is that will create a computer system to fulfill self-management. In this system computer can monitor voluntarily own
running-state and carry out the corresponding treatment operation about different state based manage tactic. It may reduce system complexity and the cost of manage because manager was free from the complex task for PC.

The main idea of autonomic computing is the function of automatic management with four characters [3]: self-controlling, self-configuring, self-optimizing and self-healing. (1) Self-controlling: the system knows about the current state and memory capacity and connecting devices of each element in it. It can detect and forecast and recognize some attack from everywhere to protect itself; (2) self-configuring: the system configuration will be completed automatically and it can adjust some parameters to keep the system work steadily and continuously; (3) self-optimizing: the computer system will dispatch some resources automatically in order to complete the goal of work normally; (4) self-healing: the computer system can take the measure of correcting according to the tactics to restore the running state of it if there are some problems, which is normal or accident, in PC. One autonomic computing system should include some parts: monitoring, analyzing, planning, executing and knowledge base, and these parts form a circulatory system that need operate and improve.

Ganek presents an overview of IBM’s autonomic computing initiative in paper [14]. It examines the genesis of autonomic computing, the industry and marketplace drivers, the fundamental characteristics of autonomic systems, a framework for how systems will evolve to become more self-managing, and the key role for open industry standards needed to support autonomic behavior in heterogeneous system environments.

Kephart introduces a unified framework that interrelates three different types of policies that will be used in autonomic computing systems: Action, Goal, and Utility Function policies in paper [15]. These policy framework is based on concepts from artificial intelligence such as states, actions, and rational agents. It shows how the framework can be used to support the use of all three types of policies within a single autonomic component or system, and use the framework to discuss the relative merits of each type.

System and network security are vital parts of any autonomic computing solution. The ability of a system to react consistently and correctly to situations ranging from benign but unusual events to outright attacks is key to the achievement of the goals of self-protection, self-healing, and self-optimization. Because they are often built around the interconnection of elements from different administrative domains, autonomic systems raise additional security challenges, including the establishment of a trustworthy system identity, automatically handling changes in system configuration and interconnections, and greatly increased configuration complexity. On the other hand, the techniques of autonomic computing offer the promise of making systems more secure, by effectively and automatically enforcing high level security policies. Chess discuss these and other security and privacy challenges posed by autonomic systems and provide some recommendations for how these challenges may be met in paper [16].

Brittenham designs one autonomic computing framework for IT service management. It defines a set of best practices to align information technology (IT) services to business needs by using the IT Infrastructure Library[17].This framework helps organizations manage IT services using standard design patterns and the requisite customization. He discuss critical contributions that autonomic computing offers to the definition and implementation of an ITSM architecture and infrastructure. He first introduces key architectural patterns and specifications of autonomic computing as they relate to an ITSM logical architecture. Then he shows how autonomic computing delivers value through a set of ITSM-based case studies that address problem determination, impact assessment, and solution deployment.

Because computing systems have become so complex that the IT industry recognizes the necessity of deliberative methods to make these systems self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing and self-protecting. Architectures for system self-management, srivastava explores the planning needs of Autonomiac computing, its match with existing planning technology and its connections with policies and planning for web services and scientific workflows (grids) in paper [18]. Then, he shows that planning is an evolutionary next step for AC systems that use procedural policies today.

In addition, application-layer networks (ALN) are software architectures that allow the provisioning of services requiring a huge amount of resources by connecting large numbers of individual computers, e.g. Grids and P2P-Networks. Self-organization, like proposed by the Autonomic Computing concept, might be the key to controlling these systems. So, by CATNET project[19], eymann evaluates a decentralized mechanism for resource allocation in ALN, based on the economic paradigm of the Catallaxy. The economic model is based on self-interested maximization of utility and self-interested cooperation between software agents, who buy and sell network services and resources to and from each other.

The above concept, however, is put foreword to resolve some complex problems about sever firstly. As to server, the personal computer has its own characteristics, such as lower hardware requirement, cheaper price, large quantity, wide application range etc. Furthermore, the people who operated personal computer almost are ordinary users that did not participate in specialized training; the hardware and software configuration often change as not well as sever computer that can improve fault-tolerant through the technology of hardware redundant. With constantly updating software and hardware peoples operated personal computer feel the more and more difficult in handling and maintaining. In a word, it become an urgent problem how do apply the technology of autonomic computing into the personal computer to simplify people's operation and management.
For this in this paper we define an architectural model for personal computer autonomic computing to solve some problems which lead to the crisis of software complexity. Based on this model, one program with self-monitoring, self-analyzing, self-healing characters is implemented in dot net framework.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ARCHITECTURAL MODEL OF AUTONOMIC COMPUTING BASED ON PC

The paper has been implemented automatic management about personal computer to reduce the complexity of managing personal computer through integrating the technology of autonomic computer and personal computer. According to IBM's model of autonomic computing we defines an architectural model for the personal computer's autonomic Computing whose main thought is that implemented one model with the function of automatic management. It has two parts: self-manager and managed resource. See figure 1. Managed resource is said to the hardware and software resource. And self-manager is made up from controlling model, analyzing model, planning model, executing model, communication model, etc. They shared a knowledge base and formed a circle of controlling in order to control managed resource.

As following is the step of implement about automatic management module.

A. Building shared knowledge base

In order to save tactics, logs and performance information of system we built shared knowledge base that gets information from monitor module and supported by users. When some condition is satisfied the role will be triggered and then lead to some corresponding action.

This paper used extensible markup language (XML) to save the shared knowledge base because XML language has some characteristics that are easy and internationalized standard etc. And the operation of reading and writing is very convenient. Here is a format about this file.

```
<CTRLContent>
<ID>1</ID>
<TypeName>CPU</TypeName>
<UValue>50</UValue>
<Unit>%</Unit>
<Duration>3000</Duration>
</CTRLContent>
```

The Node "TypeName" is the type of monitoring; "UValue" is upper limit value of "TypeName"; "Unit" is the unit of "UValue"; "Duration" is the interval of current value more than UValue, whose unit is millisecond.

B. Design Operation module of knowledge base

The shared knowledge base needs update constantly to support more efficient management tactics. The paper designed an updating module to update the base. All data gained by the monitoring module and input by users update the knowledge base through the module.

According to the above file format, this paper use DataTable class of dot net framework to read the base file, and quickly convert this XML file to inner data table of .net that can be read and written conveniently and fastly. Here is the main code.

```
DataTable dtCTRL=new DataTable();
dtCTRL.ReadXml(xmlPath);
Read Data:
dtCTRL.Rows[0]["TypeName"] = value;
dtCTRL.Rows[0]["UValue"] = value;
```

In addition, we also reference Xml namespace to Read/Write Xml files that of main class is Xml Document.

C. Design monitoring and analyzing module

Because of some reasons such that required resources are not satisfied and connected net time out etc. some processes has been run in computer could be suspended and do not accept information from users. The operation of user controlling computer will be influence and computer's running-state will become unsteady. The entire computer system maybe breakdown with the more and more the above processes. To some extent, maybe people find these processes suspended and kill these processes through the task manager of windows, maybe...
we could not do anything on PC and finally computer system only is restart.

The paper designed monitoring module and analyzing module based the model of automatic management. This program will collect performance information of system that included the occupancy rate and utilizing rate of CPU, the utilizing rate of memory and net connecting state etc through sensor controlling. The information is main parts of the shared knowledge base and will be analyzed in order to check if the current action of computer system is correct by the operating module of the base. If abnormal behavior of PC was tested the computer system would try its best to do something to avoid reboot the machine.

In the dot net framework supported powerful operating class: Process. It can get some useful information: the occupancy rate of CPU and the utilizing rate of memory and so on. The main code is:

```csharp
Process[] procs = Process.GetProcesses();
long ram;
TimeSpan tCPU;
DateTime dtStart;
bool bResFlag;
foreach (Process myProc in procs)
//get all processes opened by windows
{
    ram = myProc.WorkingSet64;
    //get the utilizing rate of Memory
    tCPU = myProc.TotalProcessorTime;
    //get the duration of process
    dtStart = myProc.StartTime;
    //the time of starting this process
    bResFlag = myProc.Responding; //respond Flag
}
```

We can get the occupancy rate of CPU from the current time, the value CPU and dtStart's value.

D. Designed planning and executing module

When some problems was found the module will analyze these troubles to deal with it automatically based on the controlling results and strategies in knowledge base. Finally, the system will call effectors to do it.

E. Designed sensor and effector module

The main function of sensor is that collected managed resource's information, and it has two parts: inner sensor and outer sensor [5]. The inner sensor could gain inner resource of computer and outer sensor module may get some information not in PC through net environment, so it can manage others computers and achieve the goal of extending self model.

The effector does process for managed resource and divides two parts: inner effector and outer effector. Inner effector can deal with internal resources of computer while outer effector do other outer's through net connection. In addition, we also use peer to peer technology to search resources to implement remote cooperative between computers that could extend the function of sensor and effector.

In this paper implemented effector will terminate some processes to restore the normal state of computer, which shows the function of self-healing. We may use the Kill() method of Process class to achieve this goal in dot net environment. The main step is:

```csharp
Process
myprocess = process.GetProcesses(ProcessName);
myprocess.Kill();
```

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The Methods above are realized by programming in VC#2005 and running on the computer, whose processor is P4 2.4G and Memory is 1G and operating system is windows XP. The implemented programs included all parts of self-manager and monitor the whole system through monitoring module and use analyzing module to judge whether some processes was suspended. If processes suspended were found, the program will terminate them.

All parts above depend on one another and formed a circle of controlling that is used as roles of judgment condition, such as judged the suspending factor, the interval of sending message etc. All information was saved in the knowledge based. These roles can be certainly updated by the communication interface. Here is the experiment illustrative diagram in figure 2.

A. Implementation Process

To test this model we developed a small program, called "test.exe". It has a main form user-interface and a command button. As clicked the button, the program will enter the state of endless loop. Furthermore, the program will appear a serious bug, which is the memory leak, if it has not been end. The program can not be operated in this.
time and even lead to breakdown. See figure 3a and figure 3a.

(a) Test program Interface

(b) Test program run state

Figure3. Test program state

(1) Build the knowledge base file. We create a new XML file to store the knowledge base, which includes some control roles of CPU, RAM and Net. See figure 4.

```xml
<roleBase>
  <CTRLContent>
    <ID>1</ID>
    <TypeName>CPU</TypeName>
    <UValue>50</UValue>
    <unit>%</unit>
    <duration>30000</duration>
  </CTRLContent>
  <CTRLContent>
    <ID>2</ID>
    <TypeName>RAM</TypeName>
    <UValue>600</UValue>
    <unit>MB</unit>
    <duration>30000</duration>
  </CTRLContent>
  <CTRLContent>
    <ID>3</ID>
    <TypeName>Net</TypeName>
    <UValue>1000</UValue>
    <unit>KB</unit>
    <duration>30000</duration>
  </CTRLContent>
</roleBase>
```

Figure4. The format of Shared knowledge base

(2) Run automatic management system selfManager.exe, and this system will monitor all processes, see figure 5.

(3) Execute test.exe, then click TEST button. The program entered the state of endless loop. Observe the state of "text.exe".

(4) Terminate "test.exe". The "test.exe" was terminated as the role of the knowledge base.

Figure5. Self-management system interface

We can find that there are some important information, such as memory usage, CPU state and so on.

Figure6. Monitoring result

Figure7. Operation result
B. Control Threshold Analysis

It is well known that the “not responding” phenomenon of the running program occasionally appeared in the operating system of Windows. Based on studying of the design principles of operation systems and the correlation rules of job scheduling, we find that the not responding problem of running program has some reasons: 1) one running program occupied operation capacity of CPU long time; 2) one running program used a lot of storage space; 3) one running program took up a large number of network bandwidth; 4) a appearance of a complicated concatenation of circumstances. The operation system will appear some serious results, such as memory leak, system crashes and so on if the running problem program has not been end in time. And the program can not be operated during this time and even lead to breakdown.

We tested and analyzed the various factors and draw a conclusion. Here are some charts.

From this chart we found that with the utilizing rate of CPU continuously rise lock-up occurrence probabilities greatly increased. In particular, it appeared “not responding” problem as the utilizing rate of CPU reached or excessed 50%.

C. Choose keys of knowledge database

The influence of utilizing rate of CPU and usage rate of RAM and usage rate of network bandwidth was discussed and analyzed on operation system in PC in this paper. And the key values of knowledge case were provided. The main reason of slow response ratio is the CPU utilization. The memory utilization and the network bandwidth utilization only play a secondary or supplementary role. So 50 percent is selected for the value of the utilizing rate of CPU that the response speed is very slow. If the duration is more than 30s the problem program is stopped. The key value of memory is about 60% physical memory, which is 600MB in this paper, and the key of duration is 30s.

The automatic management system can quickly handle these errors based on the key values of knowledge base to ensure normal system environment.

V. Conclusion

The paper describes the roles and functions of autonomic computing for personal computer, and defines an architectural model for PC-based autonomic
computing after analyzing the requirement of personal computer field. According to this model, one program with self-monitoring, self-analyzing, self-healing characters is implemented in dot net framework. It shows that automatic management is feasible for personal computer. But this paper concern is the automatic management about single personal computer. As for the problem of automatic management about between different computers, further research is needed.
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